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SECTION A: BASIC INFORMATION 

The Programme title North Kigezi & Kinkiizi Dioceses Water and 
Sanitation Programme (NKKD WATSAN)  

The Programme mission 

The improvement of health, alleviation of poverty 
and promotion of social and economic 
development in Rukungiri and Kanungu Districts 
of Southwest Uganda through integrated, 
comprehensive and sustainable initiatives focused 
on the improvement of water supplies, sanitation 
facilities, and safe hygiene practices. 

The supporting partner(s) Programme 
Reference number (if applicable) 

- Tearfund UK 

- WATSAN Uganda, UK - Support Group, registered 
charity Number 1123803 

Implementing Partner contact person 
details:  

 

Name Revd Canon Baingana Eric Mugyenzi 

Role (job title) Project Coordinator/Director 

Address NKKD WATSAN, North Kigezi Diocese,  

P.O. Box 23, Rukungiri – SW Uganda. 

Tel Tel (mobile) +256 789403202 

Fax None 

Email nkkdwatsan@gmail.com 

Website www.nkkdwatsan-uganda.com 

The name and role of the person 
approving the application for the 
implementing partner.  This person must 
be duly authorized.  

The Rt. Revd. Benon Magezi – Bishop of North 
Kigezi Diocese, P. O. Box 23, Rukungiri – 
Southwestern Uganda, UGANDA. 
northkigezianglicandiocese@gmail.com 

The start date of the Programme and 
period covered by the Report  

3rd Quarterly report:  

July – September, 2020 

The date of submission of the Report 13/10/2020 

  

mailto:nkkdwatsan@gmail.com
http://www.nkkdwatsan-uganda.com/
mailto:northkigezianglicandiocese@gmail.com
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About NKKD WATSAN and Our Vision 

As part of the Church of Uganda’s mission to share God’s love in practical ways, the Anglican 
Dioceses of North Kigezi and Kinkiizi in Southwest Uganda manage an integrated Programme for 
facilitating access to safe water supplies and improved sanitation in a participatory way while 
encouraging healthy hygiene practices through education and training.  The NKKD WATSAN 
Programme is intended to help poor people in the rural areas of Rukungiri and Kanungu Districts 
and across the two Dioceses, irrespective of background, creed, or allegiance.   

The Programme mottos:  Water is life; Sanitation is dignity; life and dignity for all our people, 
clean water for all within reach of all. 

Values: 

NKKD WATSAN believes that accessible safe water, improved sanitation and hygiene education 
should be available to all, and seeks to embody the Christian values of compassion, fairness, 
integrity and trustworthiness.  We seek to work in partnership for the common good, and to lead 
by the example of Christ. 

Mission (Why we exist): NKKD WATSAN works in partnership with other stakeholders in the 
improvement of health, alleviation of poverty, and promotion of social and economic development 
in the Rukungiri and Kanungu districts of South West Uganda, through integrated, comprehensive 
and sustainable initiatives, focused on the improvement of water supplies, sanitation facilities and 
safe hygiene practices. 

Vision (Our inspiration): NKKD WATSAN strives to transform the poorest communities through the 
accessible provision of safe water, improved sanitation and hygiene education, setting the highest 
standards in transparency, sustainability and working in partnership. 

NKKD WATSAN Programme, originally founded in 1986 in partnership with Water Aid, and 
independent since 2000, has worked with partners in Local Government and other NGOs to help 
many thousands of people gain access to improved domestic water sources through the 
construction of 12 piped gravity flow water schemes, protection of over 3000 springs, and 
installation of many rainwater harvesting systems.   

All NKKD WATSAN projects are comprehensive in nature, incorporating sanitation improvement 
Programmes (including VIP and Ecosan Latrines) and hygiene education as well as capacity-building 
initiatives to encourage sustainability.   

Our Vision is for all people of our service area to live healthy and productive lives and have 
sustainable access to adequate safe water supplies and improved sanitation.   

NKKD WATSAN is composed of an experienced and dedicated team of both hardware (design and 
construction work) and software (hygiene/sanitation education and capacity-building) teams.  The 
NKKD WATSAN Programme is directed by The Rev. Baingana Eric Mugyenzi and assisted by a Water 
Engineer working on a part-time basis, a Health, Hygiene and Sanitation Coordinator, a Financial 
Officer, a Public Health Promoter, a Project Secretary, a Driver (who also assists with sanitation 
promotion), and a part-time Social Worker that assists with software.   
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A team of masons/artisans/Fundis work on contract terms during times of construction, which is 
undertaken in collaboration with local rural communities and water sector officials of the District 
Local Governments in the Districts of Rukungiri and Kanungu. WATSAN’s work supplements the 
efforts of the government in service delivery coordinated under a Memoranda of Understanding 
(MoU) between the two Dioceses of North Kigezi and Kinkiizi, the two Districts and NKKD WATSAN 
that was signed in 2010. 

NKKD WATSAN is supported by a combination of funding from grants, individual contributions, 
partnerships, and a dedicated support organization in the United Kingdom, the WATSAN Uganda UK 
Support Group.  Our current partners include Tearfund, Global Partners for Development (US), and 
The Anglican Diocese of Armidale (Australia).  Local District Governments are expected to 
contribute a minimum of 5% of WATSAN project costs in kind under the terms of the MoU.  
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SECTION B:  SITUATION REPORT – OVERVIEW 

During this 3rd quarterly period July-September, 2020, NKKD WATSAN Programme work mainly 
concentrated on the finishing of Buhunga Gravity Flow Scheme. 

In this respect, a number of remaining Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) activities planned to 
be carried out for the Project implementation were worked on and finished. Such included: 3 cloth 
washing stations which were constructed, one, at Murama Health Centre II; another, at Katurika SS, 
and another, at Katurika CDC. 

The existing stone masonry reservoir tank for the scheme which was constructed in phase I in 
2016/2017 was repaired because its walls had been affected by iron deposits found within the 
water as noted at the source. 

There was installation of mark posts necessary to show the location of the pipeline and to avoid 
possible future damage by road works or other construction activities in those places. 

Pressure testing at different tap stands also took place. 

Training of O&M and Public Tap stand committees took place. Mindful of SOPs for Covid-19, only 
Treasurers and Chairpersons of Public tap stand committees representing the committees and 
O&M committee were trained. 

After finishing the implementation process of the Project, a commissioning function for this Project 
took place on 22nd September, 2020. It was presided over by Bishop Benon of North Kigezi Diocese, 
and attended among others by Bishop Dan of the Diocese of Kinkiizi, Rukungiri District 
Administration staff, North Kigezi Diocese clergy and Christian leaders, and the Project beneficiaries 
including leaders of Institutions. 

The commissioning function involved visitation of the WASH Structures carried out during Project 
implementation, beginning with the Protected water source at Kabobo, and concluded the function 
with speeches. 

Also during this quarterly period, some sustainability Programme activities were carried out. For 
example, there was visitation of one existing ordinary spring called Kisharara Spring, and this calls 
for a deservedly reconstruction into a low yield spring. 

Some Programme related activities were also carried out. These include: Programme audit for the 
financial year 2018/2019; staff participation in online meetings;  purchase of a new laptop for 
office, and taking the Project vehicle No UAY 353K to Kampala for repair and replacement of tyres. 

One of the outstanding challenges faced during this period is the effects of COVID-19 Pandemic 
situation that led to shortage of funding and restriction of our staff from meeting with people in 
the field to sensitize them on hygiene and sanitation improvements. 
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SECTION C:  PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES 

During this 3rd quarterly period: July-September 2020, NKKD WATSAN work mainly concentrated on 
the implementation and finishing of Buhunga GFS.  

C.1 BUHUNGA GRAVITY FLOW SCHEME 

More Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) structures were constructed, some of the existing 
WASH structures repaired, and other Project implementation related activities carried out as 
explained below. 

C.1.1 Construction of cloth washing stations  

Construction of cloth washing stations by NKKD WATSAN Programme as part of Buhunga GFS 
implementation was its first initiative. In this respect, prior to the construction of the cloth washing 
stations, NKKD WATSAN Technical team visited Nyakatare Technical Institute in Kanungu District to 
see and learn what was involved in 
the construction of the existing 
washing stations at this Institution. 
The WATSAN Team comprised the 
Programme Coordinator, Kinkiizi 
Link person, Engineer, Plumber, and 
3 masons (fundis).  
After this visit, a structural plan 
(draft) was drawn and given to the 
masons for guidance during the 
construction process of the washing 
stations. 
Three (3) cloth washing stations 
were then constructed, putting one 
station at each of 3 places within  
the project area namely: 
1. Murama health centre II to serve 

health centre staff and the sick 
2. Katurika Secondary School to serve a total of 260 female students. Out of this number, 144 girls 

are boarders at the school. 
3. Katurika Child Development Centre (CDC) or commonly referred to as Compassion International 

Centre, with the intention of serving  the CDC community which comprises 309 children, 3 staff, 
12 support staff, and at times 307 care givers. 
 

Construction of these 3 washing stations was done and finished during this 3rd quarterly period: 
July – September, 2020. 
The construction process undertook the following procedures: 
(i) Site clearance  
(ii) Excavation and level to firm ground in bolder soils up to 0.3 metres and deposited the 

excavated soils from the site  
(iii) Hardcore filling in foundation thickness 200mm compacted and blinded with lean pcc mix 

A structural plan for a cloth washing station 
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(iv) Providing and placing of high yield twisted iron bars 12mm at 150mm cc spacing  
(v) Placing of plain concrete mix 1:2: for the floor 

thickness 100mm 
(vi) Brick masonry work in (1:3) up to 0.56 metres 
(vii) Plastering the walls with sand-cement in ratio 

of 1:3 
Other considerations that were made during the 

construction process of these stations included the 

water supply system for the station, drainage and 

fencing. 

The main supply pipes were put underground and 

an underground branch lines runs from the point at 

which the pipes leave the main supply. Then, the 

gate vales were fitted near the stations in order 

that the supply can be turned off by the users where necessary. The pipes were then continued 

into the cloth washing stations and branch lines connected to the tap heads at each bowel / 

basin so that water flows there for washing. 

 

Then, Plastic pipes (PVC) were used in waste systems and sometimes to be available as cold 

supply pipes.  

Plastic pipes have many advantages including the fact that they don’t corrode. 

 

Waste pipes were also fitted. Each waste pipe must incorporate a trap which is a loop of pipe 

filled with water, which stops drain smells coming back up into the area. Waste pipes from the 

bowels and appliances discharge into open gullies that are connected to the drainage pipes 4 

inches taking waste water to the soak – way pit 12metres away pit 12metres away from the 

cloth washing stations. 
 

After construction, the washing stations were fenced to protect them against damage by 

grazing animals and intruders. Fencing procedure considered the following stages: 

(i) Placing of concrete poles 

(ii) Placing of chain link 

(iii) Placing of barbed wire 

(iv) Placing of a gate and all locking arrangements 

At any one time for each constructed washing stations a maximum of four people can 

comfortably use it. 

 

 

 

 

A finished washing at Murama Health Centre II 
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C.2 Repair of the reservoir tank  
 

The 30m3 stone masonry reservoir tank for Buhunga GFS that had been constructed during the first 
phase of the Project Implementation, 2016/2017, with time, was seen having water leakages. 
This was as a result of the iron deposits found in this gravity water that gradually dissolved the 
mortar that was used in the construction of the tank walls. It therefore became necessary that this 
tank should be repaired. Then, the repair of this tank took place during this quarter and it involved 
the following process: 
(i) Cheeping of old plaster inside the tank. 

(ii) Placing chicken mesh inside the tank. 

(iii) Plastering in side tank in two layers of 25mm in a ratio of (1:3) sand-cement plaster total 
thickness of 50mm. 

(iv) Cement punning with pure cement inside the tank up to the height of 2metres from the floor. 
(v) Rough casting outside the tank. 

In addition after its repair, the fencing of the tank took place and it involved doing the 
following: 

(i) Placing of concrete poles 
(ii) Placing of chain link 
(iii) Placing of barbed wire 
(iv) Supply and placing of a gate and locking arrangements  

C.3 Installation of mark posts  

 Concrete made mark posts were installed along 
pipe line to help in telling the presence of the pipe 
to avoid future damage through ground 
excavation either during road construction or 
construction of buildings. They were installed with 
the support of concrete and on them they show 
size of the pipe and junctions with control valves 
and examples are as shown below: 

(i)  63mm – PL63 
(ii) 50mm – PL50 
(iii) 32mm – PL32 
(iv) Control valves –CV 

C.4 Pressure testing  

The pressure testing was carried out after the completion of pipe laying and tap stand 

construction to ensure that 

(a) There is no leakage along the main transmission line and branch lines 

(b) All the 32 tap stands are experiencing the pressure  

 

 

 

 

Installed mark posts 
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C.5 Training of  Buhunga GFS O&M and Public Tap stand  Committees.  

A training for the Operation and Maintenance 

(O&M) committee and Tap stand committees 

for Buhunga gravity flow scheme was carried 

out by NKKD WATSAN staff for two days in 

groups of 20 persons as advised by the 

Resident Commissioner (RDC) for Rukungiri 

district following Covid19 regulations. 

The invited participants for this training were 

select members representing the rest of the 

members of their respective committees 

because everyone was not allowed as we always do due to COVID-19 restrictions.                          

These members included the O & M committee members, plus the treasurers and chairpersons of 

32 tap stand committees. 

During the trainings, there was emphasis on the observation of Standard Operative Procedures 

(SOPs) such as hand washing with soap and application of sanitizers before entering the training 

room, social distancing among participants and putting on of face masks. In this respect, NKKD 

WATSAN provided a mask to each participant to prevent the spread of corona virus in case there 

were participants who had the virus. 

These members were pioneer trainees under the new arrangement of NKKD WATSAN Programme 

managing the schemes it implements as opposed to handing them over to the Projects respective            

District and Sub-county authorities.  

New guidelines were formulated 
under which water user fees will be 
collected and spent on the 
maintenance of Buhunga gravity flow 
scheme. The members were therefore 
accordingly trained in their 
responsibilities of the Project 
management as outlined below: 

• The scheme operation and 

maintenance committee will work 

with NKKD WATSAN staff to collect 

user fees as stated in the guidelines.  

• Any major repairs shall be 

reported to Watsan for intervention. 

 

 

 

 

Training of O&M and tap stand committees in the 

management of Buhunga GFS 

The Programme Sustainability mobiliser explaining the 

responsibilities of O&M during training. 
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• The O &M shall continue to hold meetings to plan for the maintenance of the scheme. 

 

• The O &M shall continuously carry out sensitization on hygiene and sanitation and where 

necessary involve Watsan staff as technical resource personnel. 

• The sub county officials shall remain supervisory.  

After the training, participants expressed their gratitude at the new approach of managing the 

scheme with them which allayed their fears that new entities were planning to take on the 

scheme and levy exorbitant water user fees. They pledged full cooperation to maintain their 

scheme. 

The guidelines followed during this training are as shown below 

 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE GUIDELINES FOR BUHUNGA       GRAVITY FLOW SCHEME 
( for training Project Water Committees: 2 & 3/9/2020) 

 

1. Introduction / overview of Buhunga GFS 

Buhunga Gravity Flow Scheme is of a total length of 11.375km, and is located in Buhunga Sub - 

county, Rukungiri District, South Western Uganda. 

Currently, it supplies clean and safe water (using 32 public Tap stands and 5 legal connections) and 
has made Sanitation and Hygiene improvements at Institutions and households to 2183 
beneficiaries within the Project area. 

2. Project management 

The management authority for Buhunga Gravity Flow Scheme post - construction, shall remain with 
North Kigezi Diocese which represents the two (2) Anglican Dioceses of North Kigezi and Kinkiizi. 
Jointly, these two Dioceses are the Link Funders and implementers of this Project through NKKD 
WATSAN Programme.  

NKKD WATSAN Programme working with the beneficiary community, sub-county and district 
authorities shall endeavor to sustain this Project so that the intended rural poor people keep 
receiving water in the consistent amounts for the design horizon of atleast 20 years.  

3. Appointments. 

(a) The gravity flow scheme/Project beneficiaries with NKKD WATSAN Guidance shall select an 

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) committee among themselves to pursue the communities’ 

interests in maintaining and using the scheme in a beneficiary community (general) meeting 

through voting for suitable, committed, and trustworthy residents of the area. The O &M 

committee shall be in office for a term of two (2) years after which an election shall be 

conducted by NKKD WATSAN in a General meeting to select a new committee.  Members can 

serve on this committee for two consecutive terms  (4 years),but can only come back to the 

committee after a period  of one term rest (2 years). 
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(b) A scheme attendant(s) shall be selected and trained by NKKD WATSAN and given an 

appointment letter stating clearly his/her duties in operation and maintenance of the scheme. 

A scheme attendant(s) contract can be terminated upon going against terms of his/her 

employment or if deemed incompetent by his/her supervisors                    (NKKD WATSAN). 
 

4. Opening and Operation of Buhunga GFS Bank Account. 
 

(a) A bank account for the Project shall be opened in a Bank/Sacco to which all monies 

collected/received shall be deposited. This account shall have 3 signatories that include:  

i. Diocesan Secretary – North Kigezi Diocese            

ii. NKKD WATSAN Coordinator/ Director (Principal Signatory)  

iii. Chairman, Operation and Maintenance Committee  

Any two of the above including the Principal Signatory can withdraw money from the 

Account, outstanding balances.  

 

5. Meetings 
 

(a) NKKD WATSAN shall organize a general meeting for the scheme beneficiaries once a year 

(AGM) in which activity and financial reports shall be given to the community to ensure 

transparency and accountability.  

(b) In case there is need for an urgent meeting, the O&M committee can sanction one after making 

consultations with NKKD WATSAN Programme administration for guidance if necessary. 

(c) The O&M Committee working closely with NKKD WATSAN office, shall hold meetings twice a 

year. This is mainly when they are planning to implement resolutions made in the general 

meeting, or when planning for a general meeting. 

(d) The tap stand committees shall hold meetings at tap stand level quarterly (three months) per 

year. 
 

6. Water Connections. 
 

(a) Following an Application letter from an interested Project beneficiary, NKKD WATSAN 

Programme staff will visit the Applicant to carry out a survey and decide  whether to provide 

the applicant with a private connection. Then, suitable connections based on technical viability 

will be approved and done by NKKD WATSAN staff after payment of a standard private water 

connection fee and other requirements as advised by WATSAN technical team. No any other 

person (s), groups or Institutions are allowed to make connections. 

(b) In case of a need for a line extension, the concerned community shall apply to NKKD WATSAN 

who will carry out surveys and decide if an extension is viable basing on the availability of water 

and funds. 

(c) Any individual or group that goes against 4(a) and 4(b) above by connecting themselves illegally 

using the appointed scheme attendant or any other non-approved persons shall be liable to 

automatic disconnection without notice, a fine of 300,000 UGX and possible suit in relevant 

authorities and courts of law. 

(d) All private water connections shall have a meter installed which will be used for monthly billing 

per unit consumption. 
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7. Repairs. 
 

(a) Major repairs shall be reported to NKKD WATSAN office by the O&M Committee Members or 

any other concerned beneficiary. NKKD WATSAN shall be responsible for repairs on the main 

lines, reservoir tanks and the source.  

(b) Repairs at the tap stands shall be done by the water users at a particular taps stand using the 

30% user fees that is kept at the tap stand. 

(c) In case an individual or group vandalizes or maliciously damages facilities or pipe lines on the 

Gravity Flow Scheme they shall be responsible for all the repairs and can be sued for 

prosecution in courts of law. 
 

8. Hygiene and Sanitation Improvements 
Hygiene and sanitation practices and putting in place sanitation facilities should continue to be 

promoted both at households and in Institutions for the purposes of good living. For example, 

every home should have a latrine facility to avoid open defecation that leads to Sanitation 

related diseases. 

 

9. Project Audit  
NKKD WASAN Programme shall on annual basis conduct audit for all tap stand 

committees to ascertain the proper user fees or any other money that might have been 

received during the audit period.  
.  
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BUHUNGA GFS:  LOG FRAME  
 Planned/expected 

output 
Indicators  Achieved by end of 

September, 2020 
Narrative  

 

 

1 

485 beneficiaries 
trained in water, 
sanitation/hygiene, 
health, and 
development issues 

 

No. of 
workshops/ 
meetings 
conducted. 

 

351 people trained: 

Project implementation 
committee (34) 

Prefects and science 
teachers –Karuzigye P/S 
(55) 

Church meetings on 
WASH (174)  
Gateway P/S (66) 
People trained in 
management (22) 

1 launching meeting 
1 PIC selection meeting  
Meeting in Karuzigye P/S 
Church meetings 
 
20 tap stand selection meetings 
1 meeting in Gate way P/S 
12 mobilization meetings 

2 105 people trained to 
manage the scheme.  

 

No. of people 
trained. 

 

318 people trained in 
the management of the 
scheme as follows: 

Tap stand committees = 
198 

Spring committee = 6 

Project Implementation 
Committee (PIC) =34 

Both the selection and training of 
the Tap stand committees, Spring 
committees and Project 
Implementation Committee were 
carried out during Project 
Implementation process. Towards 
the end of the process, the PIC 
was translated into an Operation 
and Maintenance (O&M) 
Committee for the Project and 
trained. 

This O&M Committee is expected 
to serve on this committee for a 
period of 2 years before selection 
of another committee takes 
place. 

3 Buhunga GFS Hardware 

structures constructed: 

a. 1 Source protection  

 

100% 

completion of 

the structures 

measured in 

financial terms 

against final 

estimated costs. 

 

Hardware (Water) 

structures that were  

constructed by 

September, 2020, 

included the following: 

 For source protection, 4 

eyes were Protected, 1 

intake constructed, and 1 

Sedimentation tank 

repaired. 

After source protection there was 

re-fencing of source area with the 

purpose of protecting project 

structures at the source against 

the interference of grazing animals 

and intruders. 
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4  

b. 1 Spring 

construction 

 

 

 

 1 No. Spring protected  

 

 

 

 

Later, this spring was repaired 

through the replacement of its 

delivery pipe from the intake to 

the fetching point with a bigger 

size pipe because the former had 

been blocked by iron deposits. 

5 c. 1 sedimentation 

tank repaired 

 1 sedimentation tank 

repaired 

1 sedimentation tank repaired 

6  

d. 1 reservoir tank 

constructed  

 

  

A 30m3 stone masonry 

reservoir tank was 

constructed. 

 

The reservoir tank was later 

repaired because its walls had 

been affected by iron deposits 

leading to leakages. 

7 e. Pipe laying of 11200 
metres. 

 Pipe laying of 
11375metres was done  

 A total length of 11375 metres of 
Trench excavation, pipe laying and 
backfilling was done. 

8 f. Construction of 15  

tap stands( 12 No 

single faucet and 3 

double faucet tap 

stands 

 30No public tap stands    

(30 No. single faucet and  

3 No double faucet) 

constructed 

 

 In addition to 33 public tap stands, 

five (5) private water connections / 

tap stands were constructed. 

9 g. Construction of  

stream crossing road 

crossing , 

installation of GI 

valve boxes and 

mark post, and   

break pressure 

testing.  

 

 There was construction 

of four (4) stream 

crossings:  ten (10), road 

crossings: installation of 

thirty two (32) GI valve 

boxes at Public tap 

stands, ten (10) valve 

chambers at the 

reservoir tank an 

junctions of pipe line, 

and seventy four (74) 

mark posts, and pressure 

testing at twenty five 

(25) tap stands. 

The purpose of the installation of 

mark posts was to tell the 

presence of the pipeline to avoid 

future destruction especially 

during road excavation and 

building constructions. 
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10 One (1) 30m3 Ferro-

cement Rain Water 

Harvesting (RWH) 

Tank constructed  

 A 30m3 RWH Tank was 

constructed. Then, a tap 

stand was constructed 

and connected to this 

tank to serve as the 

fetching point. 

The RWH Tank was situated 

adjacent to Murama Church of 

Uganda to catch rain water from 

the massive roof of the church, 

and then serve the Health Centre II 

11 Renovation of an 

existing RWH Tank 

 - Renovation of an 

existing RWHT at 

Karuzigye Primary School 

was carried out. 

 

12 Sanitation facilities built 

or up-graded:  

-  

-2 institutional six (6) 

stance VIP latrines for 

students constructed 

2 institutional 2 stance 

VIP Latrines with urinals 

were constructed 

 

 

100% 

completion of all 

planed 

Institutional 

sanitation 

facilities. 

 

 

 

One (1) six (6) stance pit 

latrine for students, and 

one (1) stance pit latrine 

with a urinal, were 

constructed at Katurika 

Secondary School.  

The same facilities 

mentioned above were 

also constructed at 

Karuzigye Primary 

School. 

Construction of sanitation facilities 

at household level is ongoing  

The constructed latrines were lined 

to avoid future collapse and allow 

emptying. 

Were also provided sloping lamps  

for the disabled users to access 

them. 

 

 

13 -170 Pit latrines 
improved with Sanplats 
-178 Bath-shelters 
constructed 
-178 Rubbish pits 
constructed dug.  
-178 Dish racks 
constructed  
-178 Tippy taps installed 

80% completion 
of all    
sanitation and 
domestic  
hygiene 
structures  
 

• 120 existing pit latrines 
improved with 
sanplats, plus 167 pit 
Latrines which were 
also improved through 
the provision of privacy 
etc. 
The number of 
sanitation structures 
constructed were: 

• 145 bath shelters 
constructed 

• 32Urinals  

• 153 composite pits 

• 312 tippy taps 

• 188 dish drying racks 

• 46 New pit latrines 

 
The teaching on home 
improvements to the beneficiary 
communities were through the use 
of 30 demonstration (demo) 
homes. 
By the end of Project 
implementation, 579 homes had 
had that standard home 
improvement with most of the 
sanitation facilities. 
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14  40 people undertake 

the exchange visit. 

 

2 schemes each 

20 people 

involved in an 

exchange visit 

- Exchange visit did not 

take place 

- Exchange visit could not take 

place due to COVID-19 

restrictions 

15 Hygiene and health 

campaigns conducted   

Conduct 

competition and  

Drama show. 

- Did not take place Home stead health competitions 

did not take place due to COVID-19 

Restrictions. 

16 Holding Health & 
Hygiene education 
workshops for the 
community served by 15 
tap stands in the project 
area. 

At most 500 
representatives 
of individual 
households 
trained.  

627 individual household 
trained in health and 
hygiene improvements at 
households 

Health and hygiene education was 
done during home visits and 
workshops. 

17 Conduct an exchange 
visit  
 

No. people per 
each scheme 
(O&M) involved 
the exchange 
visit 

Did not take place. Did not take place due to COVID-19 
restrictions 

18 Hygiene promotion 
campaigns for Buhunga 
GFS conducted. 

  Did not take place. Instead home improvements took 
place by March, 2020 before the 
onset of COVID-19.  

19 3 Cloth washing stations 
constructed  

 3 cloth washing stations 
were constructed with 
one at Murama Health 
Centre II; another, at 
Katurika SS, and another, 
at Katurika CDC 

Washing stations are helpful to 
communities with big populations 
in washing clothes. 
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C.6 THE COMMISSIONING FUNCTION FOR  BUHUNGA GRAVITY FLOW SCHEME. 

The commissioning function for Buhunga Gravity Flow Scheme took place on 22nd September, 

2020, from 10:00am to 5:00pm.  

this function was presided over by the Rt Rev Bishop Benon of North Kigezi Diocese. Among other 

participants in this function were Bishop 

Dan and his team from the Diocese of 

Kinkiizi, Rukungiri District Officials and 

Buhunga Sub-county officials to mention 

but a few. 

The commissioning process involved 

firstly, the visitation of a few Water,    

Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) structures 

which were constructed during the 

implementation process of the project. 

This visitation started with the source at 

Kabobo cell. 

Finally, the function was concluded with 

the presentation of a few speeches from 

some of the stakeholders that participated 

in the Project commissioning that day. 

C.6.1 Visitation of WASH structures. 

As already indicated above, the 

commissioning process started at the water 

source (Kabobo) this is where different 

participants gathered to see the works of 

the source before setting off to see the rest 

of the scheme. 

Participants at the source witnessed source 

protection activities which included the 

repaired sedimentation tank, constructed 

new water intake and reconstructed 

community water spring. 

While at the source, the District water 

officer explained that this same source provides water to a solar managed system that pumps 

water to a higher altitude area known as Rusheshe, and that there is a branch from the GFS that is 

managed by South Western Umbrella  

 

Invited guests from Rukungiri District etc gather at the source 

ready to participate in the Project Commissioning. 

Participants look into the sedimentation tank to appreciate the 

immense high yield of the source. 
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From the source, the participants travelled 4-5km 
to Katurika Senior Secondary School where the 
reservoir tank for the Gravity Flow Scheme is 
located. This reservoir tank s of 30,000litres water 
capacity. This is where water from the source is 
stored before it is distributed to different villages 
of the Project area by pipeline. It was constructed 
during the first phase of Project implementation,  
2016/2017, but with time it developed leakages 
due to the effects of iron deposits found within this 
water.  

Prior to the Project commissioning, it was repaired and fenced with concrete poles. 
At this same school, other WASH Structures 
constructed and seen by the commissioning team 
included: one (1) cloth washing station, one (1) six 
stance lined pit latrine for boys one (1) two stance 
lined pit latrine with a urinal for staff and two (2) 
public Tapstands. 

Two other washing stations constructed for this 
Project and put  at Katurika CDC and Murama Health 
Centre II were also visited. 

Then, a few Public tap stands representing the rest of 
the other constructed tap stands, were visited.  

In appreciation, the community users of these Tapstands expressed their gratitude towards this 
provision of accessible, clean and safe water.  
For example, when the Programme Coordinator, Eric, asked Catherine Bishandiko one of the  
beneficiaries of the Tap stand located  near Bishandiko’s home, what she comments on the 
availability of this water to her, she said:  
“My son Reverend, before we were provided 

this water, I used to fetch water for domestic 

use 1km away from my home in the stream.  It 

was dirty and tiring to collect it. These days I 

find it very easy to collect water I need from 

this tap. Because of the poor water we used to 

have in the past, we used to suffer from flue, 

stomach diseases like diarrhea, but these days 

such diseases fled from us. Thank you our 

Bishop Magezi and the visiting Bishop for 

loving us and giving us this good water. Tell 

your friends in the land of the whites who 

have funded this Projects that we thank them and they visit us we shall show our hospitality. 

May God bless you forever”. 

Catherine gives a testimony of how this tap water has 

been helpful to her. 

The stone masonry reservoir tank for Buhunga GFS 

A cloth washing station at Katurika SS. 
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Another public tap stand visited was found so exemplary clean and properly fenced. 

while at this tap, Bishop Dan explained to the water users that just as the surrounding of the tap 

stand is clean  so should the water containers  be. He emphasized regular cleaning of jerry cans 

using dry grass and soap but not stones.  

The commissioning team also visited Omukatojo trading centre where a double faucet tap stand 

was constructed because of the presence of relatively more people living and working in this place 

compared to the rural places where the population is sparse. 

 

Also one of the beneficiary households was visited. This home had been used by the software team 

to serve as a demonstration (demo) 

home for others to copy during 

home improvement campaigns in 

that area.   

During Project commissioning, It 

was found with most of the 

required sanitation facilities like a 

pit latrine improved with sanplat, 

tippy tap for hand washing, bathing 

shelter, a separate house for 

domestic animals, a modern dish 

drying rack to mention but a few. 

 

 

 

 

Bishop Dan explains how the importance of cleaning 

of Jerry cans used to collect water from the tap stand. 
Alice, one of the tap stand beneficiaries, explains the 

collection of water user fees of UGX 1000 per household 

per monthly for O&M. 

A modern dish drying rack at thee visited demo home. 
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C.6.2 SPEECHES  

Various Project stakeholders gave speeches and these included: Chairman Operation and 

maintenance (O&M) committee, Programme Coordinator, Representatives of Buhunga Sub-county 

and Rukungiri District, Bishop Dan Zoreka, and Bishop Benon Magezi. 

Speaker after speaker, they expressed their appreciation towards NKKD WATSAN Programme for 

the work well done, the Donors for raising funds for the implementation of the Project, and the 

beneficiary community for their cooperation during Project Implementation. 

In addition, different stake holders had this to say namely:  

1. Chairman O&M  

As the beneficiary community, we have benefited in many ways such as: 

(i) We have had constant supply of water in our homes; we can access it at any time we want. 

(ii) Improved health conditions because of clean tap water (reduced water borne diseases) 

(iii) Cleaning has greatly improved in our homesteads 

(iv) Reduced on long distances to water source 

(v) The youth got jobs and earned income while taking part in trench excavation for pipe laying and 

construction of WASH Structures.  

2. NKKD WATSAN Coordinator 

He started by welcoming invited guests who participated in the commissioning function for 
Buhunga GFS. 
He explained that this Project supplies water to a population of about 2,500 people from 6 villages 

of Byarugamba, Kijonde, Kempungu, Kashenyi, Rushoroza and Oruhita, plus schools and health 

centres in this Project. 

He further said that the Implementation process of Buhunga GFS started on 13th July 2016 and was 

carried out in two phases:  

First, 2016 – 2017 which mainly concerned source protection and construction of the reservoir 

tank, pipe laying of 4925 Metres and construction of Institutional sanitation facilities and  

Second, 2019-2020 during which further pipe laying and construction of public tap stands and 

other WASH Projects, plus sensitization on health improvements were carried out. 

Then he explained the Water and Sanitation and hygiene (WASH) activities that were carried out 

during Project Implementation  as summarized below: 

(i) Source Protection. The implementation process of Buhunga GFS started with source protection 

and improvement at Kabobo source. 

This involved the following: 

(a) Bush clearing, 
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(b) Protection of four new water eyes/springs to supplement the existing water flowing to the 

sedimentation tank and to serve as a spring,  

(c) Construction of a new water collection box (intake) to receive water from the protected eyes 

before directed to the sedimentation tank,  

(d) Repair of the existing sedimentation tank and  

(e) Reconstruction of the community water spring at the source. 

(ii)  Pipe laying  

The total pipeline network for Buhunga GFS is 11.375kms 

(iii) Construction of a 30m3 masonry reservoir tank. This was constructed at Katurika Secondary 

School.  

(iv) Construction of public tap stands. A total number of 32 have been constructed with 29 as 

single faucet and 3 double faucet tap stands. 

In addition, there are 5 private water connections (tap stands) done by NKKD WATSAN, plus 1 

constructed by South western Umbrella (Intruder). 

(v) Construction / laying of four (4) Stream crossings and ten (10) road crossings. 

(vi) Installation of thirty two (32) GI valve boxes at public tap stands, ten (10) Valve chambers at 

reservoir tank and junctions,  and seventy four (74) mark posts. 

(vii) Pressure testing for almost at all tap stands 

(viii) Construction of Sanitation facilities at Schools. 

(a) At Katurika SS, a Six (6) stance lined pit latrine for boys and two (2) stance lined pit latrine with 

a urinal for staff. 

(b) At Karuzigye Primary School, a six (6) stance lined pit latrine for boys and a two (2) stance lined 

pit latrine with a urinal for staff. 

(ix) Cloth washing stations 

Three (3) washing stations were constructed with one at Murama H/CII; another, at Katurika 

SS, and another, at Katurika CDC 

(x) Sanitation improvement at households. 

Most households in the Project area were visited, sensitized and sanitation facilities put in 

place such as hand washing (tippy tap), dustbins, improvement of pit latrines with sanplats etc.  

Project beneficiaries were also sensitized on personal hygiene  

(xi) Construction of a 30m3 rain water harvesting tank. 

This tank was constructed at Murama C.O.U, particularly to serve Murama H/CII especially in 

case there is absence of water from the GFS. 
 

He informed the participants that the total cost for Buhunga GFS Project implementation was 

UGX 476, 570,666.  Funding for Buhunga GFS came from Tearfund which raised a total of      

UGX 468,139,250 and was supplemented by the contribution of UGX 11,997,000 from the 

beneficiary community.  

On the  Management authority for Buhunga GFS post construction, the Coordinator said that it 
shall remain with North Kigezi Diocese which represents the two (2) Anglican Dioceses of North 
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Kigezi and Kinkiizi who are the Link Funders and implementers using NKKD WATSAN 
Programme.  
The purpose for this new arrangement of Project management is to sustain the Project and the 

initial purpose for which it has been implemented – for the rural poor to save them of surface 

and polluted water collected in pools and streams. Too, this water will be financially affordable 

by the users because only maintenance water user fees will be paid.   
 

In this respect, NKKD WATSAN Programme representing the two dioceses will work with the 

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Committee representing the beneficiary community and to 

some extent with the sub-county and district authorities to sustain this Project.  

The roles played by the above stakeholders are spelt out in the prepared Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) - which was signed after his speech. (See appendix 1) 
  

He concluded his speech saying that under proper sustainability Programme, the design horizon 

for this Project to serve before major repairs can be carried out, is atleast 20years. 
 

The chairperson Rukungiri District Local Government thanked the church for supplementing the 
efforts of government in the provision of clean and safe water. 

Rt Rev Dan Zoreka – Bishop of the 

diocese of Kinkiizi, in his speech,  

upheld the government for accepting 

the church to give a contribution 

towards the provision of clean and 

safe water to her people. He however, 

challenged the government to put in 

efforts to preserve the natural 

environment of Uganda through 

interception of indiscriminate 

destruction of wetlands.  

He emphasized the fact that the two 

dioceses will work together through 

NKKD WATSAN Programme and 

manage the operations of the scheme 

properly so that the intended 

beneficiaries (the rural poor) enjoy the benefits of the Project for its design period of 20 years 

or even beyond.  

 

 

Bishop Dan giving the speech. 
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Rt Rev  Benon Magezi – Bishop North Kigezi Diocese, in his speech, he welcomed all the people 

present to his diocese. He thanked Rukungiri District local administration for cooperating with 

the Anglican church  and giving it a chance to make some contribution  towards the welfare of 

people in the two districts of Rukungiri and Kanungu. For example, the recent distribution of 

food relief to people in Rukungiri who have been affected by Covid-19 pandemic, and now, the 

provision of water to the people of Buhunga. 

He said that the dioceses of North 

Kigezi and Kinkiizi on their own 

without friends from the UK, 

Australia, and other developed 

countries, they cannot do much. So 

he thanked the Tearfund UK, 

particularly for raising required funds 

for this Project, and the UK Support 

group for the financial support 

towards the sustainability of 

WATSAN Programme.  

 

He also emphasized that the two dioceses of North Kigezi and Kinkiizi will jointly through NKKD 

WATSAN Programme manage the sustainability of Buhunga GFS and other new Projects that 

will be implemented by the Programme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bishop Benon giving a speech. 
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A girl among jerricans waiting to be filled at kisharara spring 

D. PROGRAMME RELATED ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT DURING THIS QUARTER 

Programme related carried out during this quarter included the following: 

D.1 Programme Audit for the financial year 2018/2019 

During this quarterly period, Audit of books of accounts for NKKD WATSAN Programme for the year 
ended 30 September, 2019, was carried out from 11th to 18th September, 2020 by our External 
Audit Firm: Carr Stanyer Sims & Co. Certified Public Accountants. We are now waiting to receive 
the Audit report. 

D.2 Participation in Online meetings 

NKKD WATSAN Staff have participated in a number of online meetings for Tearfund, UK Support 
Group and UWASNET via Zoom and Skype. To some extent, these have substituted for physical 
meetings that used to take place in the past before the onset of Covid-19 pandemic. 

D.3 Repair of the Project vehicle No. UAY 353K. 

From 27th – 30th September, 2020, NKKD WATSAN Project vehicle was taken to Kampala for major repair and 
replacement of tyres. It is now back to the road facilitating the work of WATSAN. 

D.4 Purchase of a New Laptop for Office  

A new laptop for office was purchased from Mbarara at a cost of UGX 1,850,000. Its description is 
as indicated below: 
HP 250G6, Core i3 Processor, 500gb Hard disk, 4gb Ram, Screen size:15.6 inch. 
This laptop has been a great resource in facilitating the administration to participate in the online 
meetings. 

 

D.5 Visitation and Proposed reconstruction of Kisharara spring. 
 

Following Application letter by Kisharara spring beneficiaries (129 people) dated 24th July, 2020, and 
submitted to NKKD WATSAN Office on 10th 
August, 2020, and phone calls from stake 
holders, to consider reprotecting it into a 
low yield spring, NKKD WATSAN team visited 
this spring on 3rd September, 2020 to 
ascertain the actual need for its 
reconstruction, funding available. 
Kisharara Spring is an ordinary spring found 

in Kisharara cell, Rwakirungura parish, 

Buyanja Subcounty in Rukungiri district.  

During the visit, it was found out that this 

spring was constructed by NKKD WATSAN in 

the year 2000 hence making it 20 years in 

existence and serves up 90 homesteads. 

It has been very helpful to the surrounding 

communities since its completion as 

reported by its beneficiaries. However in the 
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Children and young girls waiting to fill their jerycans at the spring 

last few years water has reduced significantly to the extent that one 20 litter jerycan takes about 15 minutes 

to get full. This situation has led to long queues of adults and children lining up to fetch water both during 

day and night. This situation leads to fights and exposes vulnerable groups like young children girls to risks 

that may include rape, teenage and unwanted pregnancies, wastage of precious time and diseases like HIV 

AIDs and Corona Virus especially in this period of the pandemic. 

The local leaders in the area that included 

the area parish priest and local councilor 

pledged to mobilize the rest of the 

community members to raise their 

community contribution and participate 

in the reconstruction of their water 

spring.   

Also upon the spring visit, the findings 

were saddening especially looking at the 

numbers found at the spring that included 

children as little as 4years in the scorching 

midday heat of the sun.  

The other troubling finding was that 

there were  two ditches where  surface 

water collects after rainfall where some community members were fetching water for domestic use when 

they couldn’t put up with the queues and fights at Kisharara spring. These open water ditches are also a risk 

to lives of young children that come to fetch water but worse still the water fetched from their has an 

obvious probability of contamination.  

Therefore there obvious need for intervention so that these people can access safe and clean water.  

 
 
 
 

Open pools of Water serving as an alternative source of water in the community 
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D.6 IDENTIFICATION OF WATER SOURCES FOR GRAVITY FLOW SYSTEMS; (GFS) 

D.6.1 Background 

NKKD WATSAN often carries out construction of Gravity Flow Water Systems across 

the districts of Rukungiri and Kanungu. In consultation with Kanungu District water 

office, a team of NKKD WATSAN Staff and Kanungu District officials carried out field 

visit on 8th October, 2020 to identify sources that can be used for construction of 

Gravity flow water systems. 

Objectives: 

1. To identify potential water sources that can be designed as gravity flow water 

systems. 

2. To prepare for gravity flow water designs for NKKD WATSAN Programme to 

implement. 

Participants in the field visit included the following: 

1. NKKD WATSAN Team – Rukungiri  

(i) Rev  Canon Baingana Eric Mugyenzi  - Coordinator/Director 

(ii) Byamukama Vicent  - Project Engineer  

(iii) Magezi Dickenz   - Project Plumber  

(iv) Bagarukaho Alozious  - Project Driver/ Sanitation Promoter 

 

2. Kanungu District  

(i) Rev Moses Kabareebe  -  NKKD WATSAN Kinkiizi link person 

(ii) Nsamba Henry   - District Superintendent of works 

(iii) Kamara Christopher  - District councilor  

(iv) Tindiwensi Nicholas  - Driver Kinkiizi Diocese 
 

The team, together with local community members, identified 2 potential sources for 

GFS development as shown below; 
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SOURCE 1 OMUKITSYABA 

Location: Kazuru Village, Bushura Parish, Kirima Sub County, Kanungu District 

Nature of source; Natural spring with multiple protectable eyes all in the same area. 

Source yield; measured yield is 0.35L/S but this can slightly increase when protection is 

done   

Altitude; the source is on a high altitude (1,464m) and is very   ideal for gravity flow 

scheme development. 

Beneficiaries; the potential beneficiaries are estimated to be 1,400 people from about 

700 households in 4 villages which include 2 schools, 2 churches and a health centre. 

 

SOURCE 2 RUHEZA 

Location: Kyajura Village, Nyamigoye Parish, Kanyantorogo Sub county, Kanungu 

District 

Nature of source; 2 Natural springs in the same area. One spring is protected and the 

other is not. 

Source yield; measured yield is 0.3 L/S  

Altitude; the source is on a high altitude (1,283 m) and is ideal for gravity flow scheme 

development. 

Beneficiaries; the potential beneficiaries are estimated to be 1200 people from about 

600 households in 3 villages which include 2 schools, 2 churches and a facility for 

generating hydroelectric power. 

Recommendations/Way forward: 

1. Detailed baseline survey, topographic survey and design of the above GFS should be 

carried out to establish the extent of GFS water extension and cost estimates for 

planning and construction. 

2. Community mobilization and sensitization should be carried out in the beneficiary 

communities to accept and pave way for survey and design of the gravity water 

systems 

3. NKKD WATSAN Programme to seek for financial support for Gravity Flow Scheme 

designing.  
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Annex 1 
 

Commissioning for operation and maintenance of Buhunga GFS Buhunga Sub-
county, Rukungiri District, 22/9/2020. 

Preamble  

North Kigezi & Kinkiizi Dioceses Water and Sanitation Programme/ Project, with funding from 

Tearfund (UK) together with the water user committee known as the Project implementation 

Committee (PIC), representing the community of Buhunga in Rukungiri District, have completed 

the implementation and construction of a Gravity Flow Water Project and associated Sanitation 

and Health/Hygiene improvements. 

Constructions  

1. Source protection and improvement  

2. Sedimentation tank rehabilitation  

3. Community spring protection at source 

4. Reservoir 30m3 stone masonry at Katurika constructed and repaired recently due to iron 

concentration in the water. 

5.  32 communal Tapstands (29 single and 3double) plus 5 legal private connections). 

6. 11.2kms pipeline network  

7. 2 No 6 stance VIP Latrines for Institutions. 

8. 2 No 2 stance VIP Latrine for Institutions  

9. 1 No. 30m3 RHT at Murama C.O.U with a tap stand 

10. 3 No. Cloth Washing stations at institutions 

Beneficiaries  

The Gravity Flow Scheme is going to benefit an estimated population of 2,500 people in 6 villages, 1 

secondary school, 2 No. Primary Schools, 1No. CDC and 1No. Health Centre II (Murama) and 4 

churches. 

(i) 6 Villages; 

1. Byarugambwa,     4. Kijonde,  

2. Kempungu,      5. Kashenyi,  

3. Oruhita and     6. Rushoroza.   
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Other activities  
• Integral to the construction work was the associated Hygiene and Sanitation Education for the 

whole of Buhunga Community  
1. Sanitation at household level was improved at each homestead with a minimum requirement 

of a pit latrine (with sanplats). 
2. Hygiene education & improvement through Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) with emphasis 

on hand washing with soap, and  
3. Sanitation and Hygiene in the in the school was promoted with emphasis on hand washing after 

latrine use and before eating 
4. Constructions like cloth washing stations, tapstands and tanks have been fenced. 
5. Run-off water drainage and trenches were done. 
6. The community has been trained on how to manage and maintain their Water & Sanitation 

facilities effectively  
The Water and Hygiene / Sanitation education has been completed as per the agreement 
between NKKD WATSAN & Tearfund (UK) and of the Buhunga Community have already 
obtained access to clean safe and protected water and sanitation improvement. NKKD WATSAN 
would now like to handover officially the Scheme to the community of Buhunga, Buhunga Sub-
county, Rukungiri District, represented by O&M Committee which is now charged with its 
maintenance and sustainability. 
 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING FOR BUHUNGA GFS SUSTAINABILITY 

This memorandum of understanding is made on this 22nd day of September, 2020. 

among the project stakeholders including; 

The Buhunga Community represented by the Chairperson Operation and Maintenance (O&M) 

Committee & Buhunga Sub-county Authorities represented by Sub-county Chief. 

and 

NKKD WATSAN Programme represented by the Coordinator/Director 

Witnessed by 

Tearfund (Donors) and Rukungiri District Local Government (Stakeholders) 

It is important for this agreement for the community to remember that “Equitable access to 

clean and safe water is a right for all Ugandans: The state has obligation to provide and the 

communities have the responsibility to maintain” (the facilities). 

Buhunga Community agrees to: 

1. Maintain the water source/facilities and manage the Water & Sanitation effectively and 

hygienically. 

2. Use VIP Latrines for safe waste matter disposal and discourage open defecation in their 

area. 

3. Improve latrines with Sanplats. 

4. Wash hands with soap after using a latrine and before touching or eating food. 

5. Collect O&M funds regularly for minor and major repairs or replacements on the 

constructed facilities. 
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Buhunga Sub-county agrees to: 

1. Ensure that the minimum sanitation standards in the project area are maintained. 

2. Assist in carrying out repairs to the project infrastructure which are beyond the capacity of the 

community. 

3. Pass and enforce bye-laws on water and environmental sanitation. 

4. Encourage the collection of water users’ fees for O&M purposes. 

NKKD WATSAN is responsible for: 

1. Monitoring and follow-up support on the effectiveness of Operation and Maintenance of the 

Project, and reporting shortfalls to the community and Local Government  

2. Collection and use of O&M funds for major repairs on the scheme 

3. Organizing periodic elections for O&M committee and training 

4. Appointment and training    of scheme attendant 

5. Carrying out major repairs and possible extension of gravity water to other areas 

6. Carrying out legal private connections 

Signed by: 

Chairperson O&M Committee – Buhunga Community Gravity Flow Scheme 

Name:……………………………………………………………………… sign: ……………………………… 

Sub-county Chief Buhunga Sub-county 

Name:……………………………………………………..……………… sign: ………………….…………… 

NKKD WATSAN Coordinator/Director 

Name:……………………………………………………………………… sign: ………………….…………… 

Witnessed by: 

District  Water Officer – Rukungiri District 

Name:…………………………..………………………………………… sign: ………………..……………… 

Tearfund / UK Support Group 

Name:…………………………………………………………..………… sign: …………………….………… 

Cc:  O&M Committee – Buhunga GFS 
CC: Buhunga Sub-county Local Government  
Cc: Diocese North Kigezi 
Cc:  Diocese Kinkiizi 
Cc:  NKKD WATSAN Programme 
Cc: District Water Officer – Rukungiri District 
 
 


